
N
o. Frequently asked questions Answers

1
If the issue you meet is not included in the 

Troubleshooting file, or the Troubleshooting  
flie can’t solve the issue 

Please email us for detail solution   iptvforfuture@gmail.com

2 If you want to buy in bulk and inquire what the 
price would be advised or the discount

Please email us  iptvforfuture@gmail.com with the product model, how many pcs, and which 
country, then he will get a detailed discounts

3
Does the android tv box compatible with 

Disney +netflix,Hulu,  amazon prime video? 
Many boxes don't support it. 

Yes, the android tv box supports the Disney +,netflix,Hulu,  amazon prime video, you can go to the 
pre-installed "APKPure" to download these APPs and it will work well on this android tv box.

4 Can it stream content from your iPhone to the 
tv box?

Yes, the tv box has wireless screen mirroring technology--Airplay, DLNA, Miracast. which allows 
you to cast from a laptop or phone or other device directly through the tv box to your television

5 Does this unit have pass through sound output 
for surround sound? 

Yes if your system has HDMI inputs. It won't pass through 5.1 through the HDMI inputs on your 
TV and then to the AV receiver. Like the Roku and others it has to plug into the Receiver first to 
decode the 5.1 from an HDMI input.

6 How to connect the keyboard? There is a USB port on the back of the keyboard, plug in the USB port on the TV box, and there is 
a switch button for the keyboard on the top of the mouse.

7

It seems a common issue for all tv boxes that 
the remote control can't navigate on some Apps, 
can this came with wireless mini keyboard work 

solve the question? 

Yes, the android tv box came with a backlit wireless mini keyboard with ultra-sensitive mouse 
touch pad which can faster and more convenient to control the tv box and navigate on all APPs.

8 What is the voltage input for this device? 12v 
dc, 5v dc? what is the amperage? 

The voltage input for this android tv box is 100-240V, output is 5V dc, and the amperage is 
50/60Hz 0.5A.



9 How to link to tv? hdmi cable provided with box. Just plug in the power supply, connect the HD cable and wifi/ 
Ethernet LAN, you can enjoy a visual feast. 

10
How much external storage does it support? 

/Whats the max size you can use in the expand 
storage through a microsd card ? 

The android tv box can expanded memory via micro SD/TF card up to 128GB. What's more, You 
can play movies and musics through 12TB HDD or SSD.

11 Does it have microsd slot? Yes, the android tv box has an micro sd slots, including USB 3.0 slot and USB 2.0 slot.

12 What channels can I watch? Does it require pay 
to view?

What channels you can watch depends on what kind of APP you download, whether you need to 
pay depends on whether the APP you download requires a subscription membership, if you 
download the APP requires a subscription membership then you have to pay, if you download the 
APP does not require a subscription membership then you do not need to pay, you can download 
the APP you want from APKpure.

13 Would i need a subscription? Does it have 
basketball/football  Channel i can watch? All you have to do is download the AKP of the channel and that's all you need a livestream app.

14 Is it a Bluetooth remote? The remote of the Android tv box is an IR remote, also support Bluerooth.

15 Does it support 4K ?
The Android tv box supports 4K, 6K, so it also supports 720P, but it still depends on your TV and 
Video source, just like netflix only supports 720P， and there are 6K, 4K, 720P, 480P video 
sources in youtube.

16 Can it recognize and play video files from a 4 
TB external hdd?

the android tv box supports to connect a 4 TB external hdd, it is recommended that the 4 TB 
external hdd comes with its own power supply as the USB port may be underpowered for the 4 TB 
external hdd.



17 Can you stream local channels ? If your area has an app or a website that you can download to watch local channels.

18 how do you do a backup in case a factory reset 
is needed?

This is basically a KODI box. There are plenty of KODI add-ons to backup your box and you can 
back it up to a USB drive. it's pretty easy to just reinstall KODI and the add-ons, since you're pretty 
much doing updates, deleting old add-ons and installing new ones continuously anyway. You just 
keep your favorite add-ons and latest (working) KODI install on the USB drive. Rarely do you 
need a factory reset, I just delete KODI and reinstall.

19 can i watch live tv on this box,and does it have 
channel guide

You need a paid subscription to watch LIVE TV thru a streaming service. This box is 'empty' / 
unloaded when you get. It has some preloaded software on it.

20 Does this have a audio jack to plug my amp in? yes. There is an AV socket/hole near the HDMI socket, that you can use to plug anything like 
speakers or headphones

21 How to download Apps?

You can download it from the Google Play Store,browser,  APKPure, Aptoide TV or the apk from 
the computer. You can also download it from the web, put it on a USB drive, and installit using the 
"apk installer app" on the box.


